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BATLLE OF THE WIKIS
In the past week, MicroWiki moved to it's own, 

private server. This server is located at 

microwiki.co.cc. Due to MW's move, the wiki farm 

that formerly hosted MicroWiki, Wikia, opened the 

wiki up for adoption. This meant that the wiki on 

wikia, instead of being kept an archive like the 

community planned, would be artificially 

resurrected by the wikia staff. The staff removed 

the new wiki's advertisement on the front page, 

protected the page, and removed all current admins. 

Obviously, the community did not take kindly to 

this. Sir Philip Fish, MicroWiki admin, called the 

Wikia staff,  “Draconian simpletons.”

The wikia staff opened up applications for... (see page 2)
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...adoption of the wiki. Aldrich Lucas, also an 

Administrator, applied to adopt the wiki. However, 

his request was denied by the wikia staff, who said 

it would not be in wikia's best interest to have the 

adopter be a supporter of the wiki's move to a 

private server. 

Well liked admin Kyng Fyrst of the Slinky 

Empyre, who did not support the move, soon 

applied to take control of the wiki. His application 

was accepted. However, instead of making the wiki 

an archive, like the community's decision, Fyrst 

decided to make MicroWikia independent, and 

active. This caused a full blown controversy. (see page 4)
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Intermicronational Rugby League Begins

The Intermicronational Rugby league was 

recently started by the DES Senya. This is not the 

first attempt at an intermicronational rugby league, 

and still none have registered with the MUSC. The 

League will host a world cup in 2014.

Checkers Match Will Not Be Held (Olympics)

Parker I, Facilitator of the Micronational 

Olympics (2010) has announced that a checkers 

match will not be held between Kenny Harber of 

Garagstan and Yan I of YAN. Both parties had 

troubles in the time of the event. There was also a 

problem of lack of communication. As the day 

turns to the 19th of November, the event's time 

period expires. The Secundomian Olympic 

Committee is currently working out the result.
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(continued from Page 2) Fyrst opened up an 

election on MicroWikia for adminship.

The MicroWiki community was quick to 

criticize Fyrst's move. Mr. Fish says “Fyrst told 

nobody else about the move.” 

King Anthony of Zealandia said “I am P***ed 

off with both kyng [sic] and wikia [sic] for trying 

to split the community I love in half.” 

The proceedings between the two wikis are 

currently taking place, and the Kyng does not seem 

to be letting up anytime soon. 

THE SECUNDOMIAN ARMY WANTS YOU!

Sign up for the Secundomian Army today! Just go 

to the Army's subforum on the Secundomian 

forums to sign up! 

http://secundomia.forumsmotion.com/army-f33/


